Co-ordination

The Forum is founded and directed by Morten Bergsmo. He is Visiting Professor, Georgetown University; Visiting Professor, Peking University Law School (January 2012-); Visiting Fellow, Stanford University; Senior Researcher, University of Oslo; and ICC Consultant (2006-). He was formerly Visiting Scholar, UC Berkeley (Spring 2010); Senior Researcher, PRIO (2006-2009); Special Adviser to the Office of the Director of Public Prosecution of Norway (2007-08); Senior Legal Adviser and Chief of the Legal Advisory Section, ICC Office of the Prosecutor (2002-05); Co-ordinator of the establishment of the same Office (2002-03); Legal Adviser, ICTY (1994-02); and Legal Adviser, UN Commission of Experts for the Former Yugoslavia (1993-94). He is the Director of the Case Matrix Network.

Nobuo Hayashi co-convenes some FICHL activities and is Co-Editor of the TOAEP publication series. He is a Researcher at PRIO (2008-) and a Visiting Professor at the International University of Japan (2005-). Previously, he was a Legal Advisor at the University of Oslo Law Faculty (2006-08); a Legal Officer, ICTY Office of the Prosecutor (2004-06) and an Associate Legal Officer in the same Office (2000-03). He has published and edited works in international humanitarian law, international criminal law and legal philosophy; and lectured and conducted professional training worldwide. He holds a B.Sc. in Foreign Service from Georgetown University (1995); a Diplôme d’études supérieures from the Institut universitaire de hautes études internationales (HEI) in Geneva (1998); and an LL.M. from the University of Cambridge (1999).

Alf Butenschøn Skre is FICHL Executive Adviser and TOAEP Senior Editorial Assistant. He works closely with the FICHL Director and plays a key role in the TOAEP editorial team. He has been involved in many of the FICHL expert seminars around the world.

Forum Fellows and Interns

The Forum is supported by Fellows and interns who contribute to the seminars and publications in various ways. They assist the Forum from a number of countries around the world. Interested persons should send an updated curriculum vitae to info@fichl.org. Candidates are selected on the basis of motivation, precision, English drafting skills and intellectual curiosity. The Forum seeks excellence in the selection of its Fellows.

Contact

Information about the activities of the Forum can be found at www.fichl.org. Invitations to Forum activities are e-mailed to those registered on the Forum invitation list. Requests to be placed on this list or removed from it should be sent to info@fichl.org. Suggestions for topics and issues to be addressed by the Forum, feedback on its activities, or offers of assistance can be sent to the same e-mail address.

www.fichl.org
info@fichl.org
toaep@fichl.org
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Purpose
The Forum identifies, frames, defines, and facilitates discourses on key issues in international criminal and humanitarian law and transitional justice. Matters of interest to the Forum also encompass humanitarian affairs, criminal justice, truth and reconciliation, legal ethics, and other questions surrounding law and related disciplines. Through its activities, the Forum brings together legal academics and practitioners, as well as experts from other fields. It aspires to intellectual leadership and innovation.

The Forum seeks to include interested institutions and individuals in all continents in its activities, in particular those from materially less resourceful countries. To that end, it uses its Internet site to disseminate information about its seminars and provide access to its publications through an open and free platform.

The Forum is a flexible, dynamic and inclusive initiative. Those wishing to collaborate with it are encouraged to propose topics or ideas for joint events for further consideration. The formulation of the agenda is guided by curiosity, a will to challenge the established framing of questions surrounding law and related disciplines. Through its activities, the Forum seeks to include interested institutions and individuals as experts from other fields. It aspires to intellectual leadership and innovation.

Activities
The main activities of the Forum are seminars and publications. The seminars are either mini-seminars lasting two to four hours, or one to two days, in-depth seminars. These are some past seminar topics:

- Abbreviated criminal procedures for core international crimes
- The principle of complementarity and the exercise of universal jurisdiction for core international crimes
- Land reform and distributive justice in the settlement of internal armed conflicts
- Criteria for prioritizing and selecting core international crimes cases
- Are amnesties for atrocities sustainable over time? The case of Argentina
- International criminal justice and the military
- The impact of the existence and activities of the ICTY on the former Yugoslavia: whose responsibility?
- National military manuals on the law of armed conflict

The Forum hosts an annual LI Haopei Lecture Seminar, every second year in China. It also grants the M.C. Bassiouni Justice Award for distinguished scholarship in or other service to criminal justice for two days, in-depth seminars. These are some past seminar topics:

- The Backlog of Core International Crimes Case Files in Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Active Complementarity: Legal Information Transfer
- Distributive Justice in Transitions
- Criteria for Prioritizing and Selecting Core International Crimes Cases
- The Principle of Complementarity and the Exercise of Universal Jurisdiction for Core International Crimes
- The Evolving Role of NGOs in International Criminal Justice

The Forum has established the Torkel Opsahl Academic EPublisher (TOAEP), the first of its kind in international law. The TOAEP has three publication series: the Publication Series, the Occasional Paper Series and the Policy Brief Series. A central objective of the TOAEP is to democratize access to quality publications in international law, primarily international criminal and humanitarian law, using an open, Internet-based publication platform accessible to all.

Some of the early books in the Publication Series include:
- Active Complementarity: Legal Information Transfer
- Distributive Justice in Transitions
- Criteria for Prioritizing and Selecting Core International Crimes Cases
- The Backlog of Core International Crimes Case Files in Bosnia and Herzegovina
- National Military Manuals on the Law of Armed Conflict
- Importing Core International Crimes into National Criminal Law

The members of the FICHL Advisory Board include those depicted on top of pages two and three of this leaflet. The TOAEP Editorial Board members include Dr. Xabier Agirre, Dr. Claudia Angermayer, Dr. Markus Benzing, Margaret M. de Guzman, Cecilia Hellestædt, Sangkul Kim, Dr. Jann K. Kleffner, Dr. Kjetil Mujezinovic Larsen, Salim A. Nakhjavani, Dr. Hector Olasolo, Torunn Salomonsen, Dr. Carsten Stahn, Dr. Jo Stigen and Philippa Webb.

www.fichl.org